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It has been proposed that path integration in mammals is

performed by the convergence of internally generated speed

and directional inputs onto grid cells. Although this hypothesis

has been supported by the discovery that head direction,

speed, and grid cells are intermixed within entorhinal cortex

and by the recent finding that head-direction inputs are

necessary for grid firing, many details on how grid cells are

generated have remained elusive. For example, analysis of

recording data suggests that substituting head direction for

movement direction accrues errors that preclude the formation

of grid patterns. To address this discrepancy, we propose that

the organization of grid networks makes it plausible that

movement-direction signals are an output from grid cells and

that temporally precise grid cell sequences provide a robust

directional signal to other spatial and directional cell types.
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Grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (mEC) were

discovered by examining the firing patterns of entorhinal

cell populations that project to hippocampal place cells

[1,2]. As a consequence, the initial focus of computational

models was on the spatial information that entorhinal grid

cells could provide to hippocampal place cells or, more

generally, to a map-like representation of the environ-

ment [3,4]. However, the tessellating nature of grid cells

also suggested that they may not only be the source of

spatial information for a map-based navigation system,

but that they might themselves be at the core of a

specialized path integration-based navigation system,
www.sciencedirect.com 
which is particularly well suited to code for locations

and distances in the absence of prominent landmarks

[2,4,5].

Updating of current location by direction and
speed signals
Path integration (or dead reckoning) requires that direc-

tion and speed (or distance) signals are integrated to

update the current position in relation to a reference

position [6]. Computational models of grid cells therefore

began to examine neuronal mechanisms that are capable

of generating grid patterns from the convergence of speed

and direction inputs (Figure 1). The integration of these

two types of afferent signals was initially proposed to be

performed within single grid cells [5], but implementa-

tion of these computations in neuronal networks was also

considered for a number of reasons. First, the reliance of

brain systems on internally integrated movement signals

is limited by error accumulation, which can be effectively

reduced by combining individual noisy signals into a

larger network [7]. Second, experimental work identified

that head-direction cells, conjunctive grid by direction

cells, and speed cells provide local inputs to grid cell

networks [8,9��], which is consistent with a number of

feedforward and/or recurrent neural network architec-

tures that combine inputs of these cell types with local

network computations [10,11]. For example, based on the

finding that head direction cells and conjunctive direction

by grid cells are preferentially found in deep layers and

that grid cells without directional preference are found in

layer II [8], many models explicitly include connectivity

between different cell types within mEC to perform

network computations [12].

Because the implementation of neuronal computations

that give rise to grid cells has been extensively considered

and reviewed [10,11], we will focus on recent progress in

identifying potential sources for directional and speed

signals to grid cells as well as on recent work that has

challenged the assumption that head-direction signals can

be used interchangeably with movement-direction infor-

mation in grid cell models [13��]. Furthermore, based on

work that has not identified any substantive movement-

direction signals in mEC [13��], we consider the possibil-

ity that movement direction coding is only weakly pro-

vided as an input to grid cells and emerges as a robust

temporal code from grid cell network activity. This

mechanism implies that directional information is also

an output from grid cells while many standard grid cell

models only consider it as an input [14].
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Multiple mechanisms for the implementation of path integration. (a) Path integration mechanisms for mammalian species such as rodents,

who forage under conditions with sparse visual and landmark cues, have been proposed to predominantly rely on internally generated estimates

of speed and direction. The internal direction and distance estimates are integrated by grid cells, which could provide a path-integration based

estimate of the current position. Here, direction signals are assumed to be provided by internally generated head direction cells, and distance is

computed using internally generated speed signals that also manifest within the brain. (b) One major class of grid cell generation models are the

oscillatory interference models [5,7]. In this class of models, signals are integrated by velocity controlled oscillators that receive head direction and

speed inputs. Grid cells receive information from multiple oscillators that each respond to a different direction. Coincident peak phases of activity

result in grid cell firing, whereas cells remain silent when the oscillators are out of phase with each other. Adapted from [7]. (c) The other major

class of grid cell generation models are continuous attractor network models, which generate grid patterns from local recurrent network

connectivity. Depicted here is one such implementation [4]. Excitatory and inhibitory connections between cells lead to a ‘bump’ of focused

activity in the network, which is gradually moved in the cell sheet by directional and speed signals. Adapted from [4].
Head-direction signals are not sufficient as
ongoing inputs to grid networks
Each grid cell generates neuronal activity at multiple,

regularly arranged spatial locations [2]. When these spa-

tial firing patterns are updated over seconds and minutes

by path integration, the internally generated running

speed and direction signal both need to be highly accu-

rate. For the speed signal, three possible sources have

been identified as highly correlated with running speed

and could therefore each provide a reliable speed input

[9��,15��,16,17] (Figure 2). As a directional signal for grid

cells, sharply tuned head-direction cells, which arise from

the processing of signals from vestibular nuclei, have

been considered as a reliable source [18]. Even though

head direction is known to be reliably represented in the

brain, there is limited knowledge on the modulation of

the head-direction code by additional internal directional

movements, such as eye movements or rotation of the

head with respect to the body axis. For example, devia-

tion of the head angle from the body axis could be derived

from the disparity in optic flow that arises as a conse-

quence of the mismatch between head and movement

direction [13��] or, more directly, from proprioceptors in

neck muscles. Based on studies that detected a move-

ment direction signal in the medial septal area [19,20], it

is possible that integration occurs in subcortical areas, but

again, these studies have not explored to what extent

head direction and movement direction are coded jointly

or separately.
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Because of the uncertainty in where and how a move-

ment-direction signal is coded in the brain, many compu-

tational models have used the head-direction signal inter-

changeably with a movement-direction signal, based on

the assumption that the head direction is a good approxi-

mation for movement direction. However, it has recently

been found in analytical work that grid patterns can only

emerge when using the recorded movement direction of

the animal as an input to computational networks, but not

when substituting the recorded head direction of the

animal [13��]. Alternatively, computational models have

proposed that directional information is received from

stripe cells [5,21]. However, the proportion of stripe cells

is low [22] and their existence is controversial because

they could be obtained from the incomplete separation of

the spike patterns of two grid cells [23].

The broad use of a head-direction signal in models for

grid generation is also motivated by the presence of head

direction cells and of conjunctive head-direction by grid

cells in mEC, which has been taken as evidence that

head-direction signals are integrated into the local neu-

ronal codes [8]. Furthermore, recent experimental evi-

dence has shown that the grid network depends on input

from the brain’s head-direction system [24��]. Although

these findings can be interpreted as supporting the notion

that head-direction input is critical for grid generation,

these data need to be reconciled with the finding that

head-direction coding is not sufficient for maintaining
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Sources of speed and direction information for path integration in rodents. (a) Speed information is internally represented in rodents by at

least three possible mechanisms. Left, the frequency of theta oscillations is modulated by the running speed of an animal. Middle, in addition to

changes in theta frequency, the amplitude or power of theta oscillations is also positively correlated with increasing running speed, as depicted in

the spectrogram where power is shown on a scale from blue to red. Right, speed cells have been found in mEC [9��]. As shown in the example,

most speed cells increase their firing rate with increased running speed. (b) Movement direction is assumed to resemble head direction signals,

which are found in several brain areas, including mEC. However, the schematic on the left depicts how for every instant during foraging, head

direction can be distinct from the direction of movement. As a result of this incongruity, a single cell that is strongly tuned to the head direction of

an animal (blue) provides a conflicting and more broadly tuned signal for movement direction (red). Watson U2 measures are provided above each

polar plot. Note that the strength of movement tuning in the example is exceptionally high compared to other mEC cells. Adapted from [13��]. (c)

Using pure head direction signals, instead of movement direction signals in grid cell models results in the rapid breakdown of grid cells due to the

disparity between the two signals. Shown here are two examples of grid cells that were reconstructed with either a velocity controlled oscillator

model or a continuous attractor network implementation (see Figure 1). Gridness scores for each example are provided on top of each plot.

Neither model supports grid cell generation when a head direction signal is provided, which suggests that head direction cannot substitute for

movement direction in path integration computations. Adapted from [13��].
grid patterns [13��]. Several possibilities are mentioned

here which are not mutually exclusive. First, movement

and head-direction may be jointly coded and may thus not

have been independently manipulated [24��]. Second,

manipulations of thalamic head-direction may have

resulted in minor effects on theta oscillations. Theta
www.sciencedirect.com 
oscillations are, in turn, known to contribute to speed

as well as to directional coding [15��,19,20], such that

speed and head-direction coding may again not have been

independently manipulated. Third, manipulations of tha-

lamic nuclei resulted in reduced firing rates of entorhinal

cells, which in turn, is expected to result in diminished
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2017, 17:147–154
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Figure 3
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grid patterns in many computational models that rely on

afferent and recurrent connectivity [10,11]. Although the

diminished grid coding after inactivation of the head-

direction system therefore strongly implies head-direc-

tion coding in grid generation, the finding of a strong

disparity between the movement and head direction code

[13��] raises the possibility that the head-direction code

would need to be complemented by other directional

signals or additional sensory pathways to correct for the

moment-by-moment errors that arise from exclusively

relying on head-direction inputs.

Where and how could a movement-direction
signal be generated?
The finding that a movement-direction signal is required

for grid cell generation by path integration, along with

limited evidence for movement-direction coding by ento-

rhinal cells [13��] raises the question about the nature and

origin of the movement-direction signal (or a signal that

corrects the disparity between head-direction and move-

ment-direction) in mEC. Although a movement-direction
that belong to the same grid cell are shown with a consistent symbol

(e.g., red solid circle; the stippled lines between grid peaks of this cell

illustrate the grid spacing within the module). By showing only grid

field peaks, the consistent spacing and orientation of multiple grid

cells within a module as well as the fixed offsets between peaks of

different cells are apparent. For the illustration, the offsets between

the depicted grid peaks have generally been chosen to occur at

regular distances, but note that offsets between fields can be at any

distance in experimental data [2,25] (e.g., as shown for the grid cell

depicted by the filled black circle). Red arrows, within the lattice of

peaks, the same movement direction repeatedly corresponds to the

same sequence of cells (e.g., open red then blue then green circles).

Grey arrow, if a movement direction were represented by few grid

cells, there could be ambiguity for directions that are offset by

120 degrees. However, the inclusion of additional cells in the

sequence code (e.g., the one depicted by black filled circles) resolves

the ambiguity. Purple and blue arrows, the same cells fire for

sequences in opposite directions, but the order of the cell activity is

reversed. Black and red arrows, multiple sequences code for the same

movement direction. However, there is only a limited set of sequences

for each direction because of the repetitive nature of the grid lattice.

(b) Each number depicts the peak of a hippocampal place field within

a 2-D environment. Note that the lack of regularly repeated firing fields

results in a different sequence for each combination of movement

direction and starting point. Coding with non-repetitive representation

is therefore better suited for representing specific trajectories rather

than movement direction. (c) Phase precession results in the time-

compression of sequences [45], and the sequence of phase

processing grid cells within a theta cycle can be used for the readout

of the current movement direction. As shown in the example,

sequences have different start and end points depending on the

position of the animal along the trajectory, but identical sequences will

eventually repeat for trajectories with corresponding movement

directions. (d) Schematic in which inputs to the entorhinal cortex give

rise to speed, head-direction, and spatially selective cells, but only to

limited modulation of cells by movement-direction (grey text implies

that this information is initially more weakly represented). All types of

information are locally processed, and sequential coding of movement

direction emerges as an output from grid cells that could be read out

by other spatially and directionally selective cells within entorhinal

cortex and hippocampus. EC, entorhinal cortex. Hpc, hippocampus.

www.sciencedirect.com
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signal could emerge from directionally tuned coupling of

oscillations in the medial septal area [19,20] or from not-

yet-identified sensory processing of proprioceptive and/or

optic flow information, we propose that an alternative

hypothesis should also be considered. A robust move-

ment-direction signal could be obtained from the readout

of temporal sequences of grid cell activation (Figure 3). In

particular, the modular arrangement of grid cells results in

a limited number of grid cell sequences that are associ-

ated with each movement direction such that a finite set

of grid sequences can be combined to represent a partic-

ular direction (Figure 3). Because the highly modular

organization of mEC grid cell populations is a prerequi-

site of the proposed mechanism, we will give a brief

overview of the modular grid cell organization and then

describe in more detail how the regularity within each

module supports the readout of movement-direction

information.

Modular organization of the grid network
Grid cells have been estimated to be organized into less

than ten modules per hemisphere [25]. The modules are

topographically organized with partial anatomical overlap

between two adjacent modules. Each module consists of

grid cells with similar field size, grid spacing and grid

orientation. Modules with smaller grid spacing and grid

field size are more dorsal within mEC, while those with

larger grid spacing and grid field size are generally more

ventral. The only parameter that varies between grid cells

within a module is the spatial firing phase, such that all

firing peaks between pairs of grid cells are offset by a fixed

distance (Figure 3). The common grid spacing and ori-

entation as well as the phase offset between different grid

cells in a module are not only preserved within an

environment, but also across environments. In correspon-

dence with these experimental findings, the organization

of grid cells into populations with equal spacing is a

foundational feature of many computational network

models for grid cell generation [26,27]. For models in

which grid patterns initially emerge separately in indi-

vidual cells, common orientation can be added through

connectivity between grid cells [11].

While the organization of grids into modules with equal

spacing and orientation makes the organization of grid

cells extremely intriguing [2,25], the regularity has also

been found to somewhat hamper the readout of location

information from populations of grid cells. If only reading

information from a single grid module, the equal spacing

and orientation implies that the population code of grid

cells in the module repeats at the scale of the grid spacing

within the module (Figure 3). The ambiguity about

spatial location can be resolved by reading from multiple

grid modules [3,28��], by using the recently discovered

rate code within grid cells [29��], or by using the spatial

and rate code of the large spatial non-grid population in

mEC [29��,30��]. In contrast, if grid cells within a module
www.sciencedirect.com 
are used to read out a movement-direction code, the

regularity is highly advantageous, as it results in a limited

number of sequences that are associated with each move-

ment direction (Figure 3a).

The regularity of the grid cell organization
within each module results in a finite set of
sequences that correspond to each
movement direction
While the fixed grid size and orientation within a module

results in ambiguity in the readout of position, the fixed

arrangement is advantageous for the readout of move-

ment direction. The repetitive nature of a grid represen-

tation would greatly reduce the number of sequences that

are associated with each movement direction (Figure 3b).

Accordingly, the tessellation of the environment by grid

fields implies that a readout mechanism would only need

to learn a limited number of possibilities within each

environment. Furthermore, phase differences between

grid cells within a module are preserved across environ-

ments [25], and the movement-direction code from each

module would thus directly transfer to new and distinct

environments. Because different modules can realign

with respect to each other across environments, the only

parameter that would need to be relearned for decoding

movement direction across different environments is the

relative rotation between pairs of modules.

A temporal code allows for the readout of
movement direction within short time
windows
Because of frequent changes in movement direction, a

neural code for movement direction should be readable

within a short time window. It is therefore relevant to note

that many grid cells in rodents show theta phase preces-

sion, in particular those that are not modulated by head

direction [31]. Phase precession implies that grid fields

that are being entered by the animal fire at a late phase

within the theta cycle while grid fields that are exited fire

early within the cycle (Figure 3c). As a consequence, the

grid cells with fields just behind and just ahead of the

animal fire within a single theta cycle in the order that

corresponds to their direction of traversal and thus to

movement direction. Within each theta cycle, there is

therefore a sequence of spikes that identifies the move-

ment progression within the grid lattice.

Using theta sequences as a mechanism for reading out

movement-direction information from grid cells raises

questions about animal species in which theta is either

intermittent or not detectible, such as primates and bats

[32,33]. First, sequences of grid cell firing along the

movement trajectory would nonetheless exist, but would

need to be decoded from the spatial rather than from the

temporal sequence of the grid fields that are traversed.

This mechanism is adequate if travelling in a particular

direction for distances that correspond to approximately
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2017, 17:147–154
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the minimum grid spacing. In lieu of a mechanism that

relies on an internal sense of direction, it could also be

speculated that an internally generated movement direc-

tion signal may not be necessary when external landmarks

(e.g., a sun compass, distal cues) are prominent and can

provide a consistent directional reference, as often

observed for navigation over long distances [34].

How are head-direction and movement-
direction signals integrated?
If grid patterns provide movement-direction information,

two important questions arise. First, how are grid cells

initially generated while head-direction input is more

prominent than movement-direction input? Second,

how are grid locations updated if head-direction input

is not sufficiently precise? For the first question, we refer

to the many published models on grid generation [10,11],

including those that use head-direction inputs. Even

though the head-direction input may not correspond to

movement direction on a moment by moment basis, there

is likely a good correspondence on average such that

disparities are corrected by learning over long time per-

iods, consistent with the emergence of grid cells within

days after pups start exploring environments [35,36].

However, this mechanism would only be feasible if the

network learns slow enough to integrate over the differ-

ences between the head direction and movement direc-

tion and if an animal’s head position compared to its body

axis is not biased over long intervals. As an alternative, a

weak movement-direction signal could emerge from the

medial septal area [19,20] or from sensory channels in

which proprioceptive and/or optic flow information are

processed (Figure 3d). Finally, it is also feasible that grid

cells emerge by mechanisms that require only inputs from

location-selective cells [37]. The second question —

updating the location of grid firing — can also be

addressed by the close association of grid cells with

location-selective cells, which includes spatial non-grid

cells within entorhinal cortex [29��] and inputs from

hippocampal place cells [38]. In particular, grid cells have

been shown to develop after an increasingly accurate

hippocampal input has been established [39��] and have

been shown to depend on hippocampal input [38]. In

addition, it has long been known that a strong directional

signal is present in hippocampal place populations which

represent a path through the environment [40], and

direction selectivity becomes even more predominant

in virtual environments [41]. However, these directional

signals are highly specific for particular environments

because different hippocampal cell populations are active

across environments [42]. Furthermore, the directional

signals would differ with each starting position within 2D

environments (Figure 3b). These considerations make

the transformation from environment-specific or behav-

iour-specific hippocampal maps to a more generalized

entorhinal map attractive, because only the more gener-

alized map has a limited number of sequences associated
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2017, 17:147–154 
with each direction. However, it remains to be tested

whether and how a readout of movement direction from

grid cells could be used by other cell types and brain

regions that process spatial information. If spatial infor-

mation from hippocampal place cells or other cells with

allocentric spatial information is required to generate grid

cells in the first place, the animal’s current position would

already have been updated in input channels to grid cells.

With allocentric information already available to grid

cells, directional information from grid cells may none-

theless be useful for navigation across zones with few

landmarks, for calibrating a sensory-based spatial map in

each novel environment to the animal’s own movement

patterns, and/or for predicting which future locations are

reached when travelling or planning particular movement

trajectories [43,44��]. Moreover, grid cells could also have

the function of transforming weakly tuned movement

direction signals in mEC into a more robust sequence

code for movement direction. Under this condition, grid

cells would be the primary path integrators but other cells

in the circuit would also path integrate by combining the

movement direction and speed signals from entorhinal

grid and speed cells.

Conclusions
Although it has been widely assumed that head-direction

cells provide one of the critical inputs for path integration

by grid cells, head direction information has been found to

be insufficient for providing a reliable moment-by-

moment estimate of movement direction [13��] such that

accurate path integration is at least in some circumstances

not performed by exclusively relying on head direction

signals. Alternative mechanisms are therefore needed, and

we evaluated the possibility that information from grid cell

networks could generate a movement-direction signal. We

propose that the highly modular organization of grid cell

populations [25] provides for a limited number of

sequences that correspond to each movement direction

irrespective of the starting point within the environment.

These sequences can be read out when running in the

same direction for approximately one grid cycle or, in

neural systems with phase precession, on the shorter time-

scale of a single theta cycle. Although this mechanism does

not exclude the possibility that grid cells receive move-

ment-direction information by not-yet-identified feedfor-

ward pathways, we propose that the direction of a move-

ment trajectory could also be obtained from the readout of

theta sequences or spatial sequences of grid cells.
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